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FOREWORD
This Thesaurus of Terms is comprised of the subject terms used to describe six problem areas in
the mechanics of structural failure as defined in the Introduction. A modified version of the def-
initions, conventions, and cross-reference structure that appear in the NASA Thesaurus (NASA SP-
7040) is used; however, a significant number of new terms are introduced.
The initial criteria for the selection of terms are their significance and frequency of use in the lit-
erature describing the mechanics of structural failure.
The purpose of the thesaurus is to provide the Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute a list
of key words and identifiers that afford effective retrieval of information from the Aerospace Safety
Data Bank* regarding failure modes and mechanisms for aerospace structures.
"•Located at the NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44135
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INTRODUCTION
This Thesaurus of Terms is an alphabetical listing of subject terms (postable and nonpostable) iden-
tified during a literature search of the six problem areas listed below:
I. Life prediction of materials at high temperatures and exposed to monotonic and
cyclic loading - Includes information on low cycle and thermal fatigue particularly as
it applies to turbine buckets in the gas turbine engine and high cycle fatigue data for
materials used in components such as engine bearings.
II. Fracture toughness data on various structural materials - Available data are cate-
gorized with respect to test methods, K(c versus Kc, and other peculiar parameters con-
sidered by the investigators. In particular, data derived from ASTM standard tests are
identified.
III. Fracture mechanics analyses - capabilities and limitations - A significant amount of
publications deal with linear elastic fracture mechanics which assumes plane strain. At-
tempts were made to identify any work that was done, taking into account elastic-plastic
theories.
IV. Hydrogen embrittlement of superalloys - This subject is of interest regarding turbine
buckets, which are exposed to high temperatures. It will be of increasing importance
if additional interest develops in using hydrogen as the fuel in gas turbine engines.
V. Protective coatings - Airbreathing engines operating in contaminated environments are
in need of protection against attack by the contaminants. Information on the various
candidate coatings and the effects of combustion products of contaminants in jet fuels
on engine components is of prime interest. For example, the sulfur ordinarily contained
in JP fuels reacts with salt present in shipboard and offshore environments and the
resulting compounds attack turbine buckets severely.
VI. Composite materials data on low cycle and thermal fatigue- Our aim here is to search
for data related to composite structural materials.
The Thesaurus of Terms is divided into two parts. Part I is a conventional listing of terms, using
a modified form of the conventions used in the NASA Thesaurus (NASA SP-7040). Part II is a rear-
rangement of the same terms into a Key Words in Context (KWIC) listing to group all related terms.
In both listings,an asterisk (*) has been used to identify words or phrases which are not in the Sep-
tember 1971 edition of the NASA Thesaurus.
DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS
The definitions and conventions employed in the development of the thesaurus follow.
Term Selection. Subject terms have been chosen on the basis of their significance and use in the
literature on the mechanics of structural failure and their utility in enabling information retrieval.
Particular consideration has been given to the indexing in the NASA Thesaurus (NASA SP-7040),
however, new terms have been added when such terms will faciliate retrieval. An asterisk (*) has
been used to denote new terms. For example:
*COMPRESSIVE LOADS
Singular vs Plural. The plural form has in general been used for subject terms. The singular form,
however, is occasionally used for specific processes, properties, conditions, or hardware.
vii
Grammatical Form. Subject terms are presented in the noun form.
Punctuation. An effort has been made to minimize the use of punctuation within subject terms. When
it is used it becomes an integral part of the term.
Term Length. No more than 42 characters, including spaces and punctuation, are used for any subject
term.
Term Ambiguity. When subject terms can have more than one meaning in aerospace usage, clar-
ification is provided by the addition of a parenthetical qualifying expression which becomes part of
the subject term. For example:
FAILURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
Direct Entry. Subject terms that consist of more than one word are listed for direct entry, i.e., in
their natural word order rather than in their inverted form. For example:
AERODYNAMIC HEATING, not HEATING, AERODYNAMIC
Abbreviations and Acronyms. Abbreviations and acronyms that are in common use in the aerospace
community are employed in this listing. In most cases USE cross-references are made from the unab-
breviated forms. For example:
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
USE NOT
Synonyms. When candidate subject terms are true synonyms, one is chosen to be the valid or postable
term and the other is provided with a USE cross-reference. For example:
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
USE FRACTURE STRENGTH
Array Terms. Subject terms with ambiguous meanings or that are too broad for effective indexing
or retrieval of information have been designated array terms and carry the following scope note.
(USE A MORE SPECIFIC TERM - CONSULT THE TERMS LISTED BELOW). Relationships with other
postable terms are shown by denoting USE preferences.
Identifiers. Identifiers, i.e., subject terms that include a numerical or alphabetical designation or both
are treated as regular subject terms. Identifiers are terms assigned to projects, programs, hardware,





Three cross-reference structures are used in this Thesaurus of Terms. In Part I, use (USE) and used
for (UF) references are shown for all true synonyms and, also, an array structure is used to minimize
ambiguity for broad terms. In Part II, the Key Words in Context (KWIC) listing collects related noun
forms making no distinction between singular or plural, gerund, gerundive, etc. These cross-references
have the following specific applications.
Use (USE). This indicates that the term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term and the following
term or terms should be used instead. For example:
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
USE FRACTURE STRENGTH





Array Terms. This cross-reference structure is used to identify "postable" subject terms that rep-
resent more specific concepts than the term used. To this extent, while they are not true synonyms,
they are the reciprocal of the broader term. For example:
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES






Key Words in Context (KWIC). The KWIC cross-reference structure collects all related noun forms







Single terms, i.e., those that do not appear elsewhere in the thesaurus in another noun form, are
not included in the KWIC listing. For example:
ADSORPTION






A modified computer sorting has been used in the alphabetization of subject terms in this Thesaurus
of Terms. The resulting arrangement closely resembles the word-by-word arrangement while simul-
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"JET ENGINE FUEL EFFECTS
UF "JET FUEL EFFECTS
"JET FUEL EFFECTS
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"UDIMET 700 WAVE PROPAGATION
ULTIMATE STRENGTH *WEIGHT SAVINGS
UNIAXIAL STRAIN WELD STRENGTH
USE AXIAL STRAIN WELDED STRUCTURES
'UNIAXIAL STRESS WELDING
USE AXIAL STRESS 'WIND TUNNEL TESTS








VIBRATION TESTS YIELD POINT
YIELD STRENGTH
W YIELD STRESS
WARNING DEVICES YOUNG MODULUS
WARNING SIGNALS USE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
WARNING SYSTEMS YOUNGS MODULUS
WASPALOY USE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
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PART II














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"TEMPERING TEMPERATURE 'STORAGE TESTS
•VARIABLE TEMPERATURE 'TENSION TESTS
TESTS *TEST RESULTS
*BEND TESTS 'TESTING METHODS
'CHARPY IMPACT TESTS 'TESTING SPECIFICATIONS
CREEP TESTS 'TESTING STANDARDS
'CYCLIC TESTING TESTS
DYNAMIC TESTS VIBRATION TESTS
'FATIGUE TESTING MACHINES 'WIND TUNNEL TESTS
FATIGUE TESTS TURBINES
FLIGHT TESTS GAS TURBINE'ENGINES
'FRACTURE TESTS TURBINE BLADES






'PROOF TESTS AEROSPACE VEHICLES
STATIC TESTS VEHICLES
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